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Pro Oracle Database 12c Administration (Expert's Voice in Oracle)Apress, 2013

	Pro Oracle Database 12c Administration is a book focused on results. Author Darl Kuhn draws from a well of experience over a decade deep to lay out real-world techniques that lead to success as an Oracle Database administrator. He gives clear explanations on how to perform critical tasks. He weaves in theory where necessary without...
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Mike Meyers' CompTIA A Guide to Managing & Troubleshooting PCs Lab Manual, Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	Practice the IT Skills Essential for Your Success

	
		115+ lab exercises challenge you to solve problems based on realistic case studies
	
		Step-by-step scenarios require you to think critically
	
		Lab analysis tests measure your understanding of lab results
	
		Key term quizzes help build...
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Mac OS X, iPod, and iPhone Forensic Analysis DVD ToolkitSyngress Publishing, 2008
This book and companion DVD provide digital forensic investigators, security professionals, and law enforcement with all of the information, tools, and utilities required to conduct forensic investigations of computers running any variant of the Macintosh OS X operating system, as well as the almost ubiquitous iPod and iPhone. Digital forensic...
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HP-UX CSE : Official Study Guide and Desk ReferencePrentice Hall, 2004
HP-UX CSE: Official Study Guide and Desk Reference is the definitive HP-UX CSE exam preparation guide and reference.

HP-approved coverage of all three CSE exams: CSE HP-UX Advanced System Administration, CSE High Availability Using HP-UX...
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Optimizing Windows for Games, Graphics and MultimeO'Reilly, 1999

	
		Every Windows user has spent hours trying to figure out ways to optimize system performance. And each of those same users has most likely been frustrated by that process. Understanding Win 9x and tuning it to be more efficient, whether for desktop applications or video-intensive games, can be very time-consuming.This book gives you...
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Clustering: A Data Recovery Approach, Second Edition (Chapman & Hall/CRC Computer Science & Data Analysis)CRC Press, 2012

	Often considered more of an art than a science, books on clustering have been dominated by learning through example with techniques chosen almost through trial and error. Even the two most popular, and most related, clustering methodsâ€•K-Means for partitioning and Ward's method for hierarchical clusteringâ€•have lacked the...
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Wireless Sensor Networks: Architectures and ProtocolsAuerbach Publications, 2003
This book describes how to build wireless sensor networks, from the layers of communication protocols through the design of network nodes. It summarizes the multiple applications of wireless sensor networks, then discusses network device design and the requirements that foster the successful performance of these applications. The book discusses...
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Genetic Algorithms + Data Structures = Evolution ProgramsSpringer, 1998

	Genetic algorithms are founded upon the principle of evolution, i.e., survival of the fittest. Hence evolution programming techniques, based on genetic algorithms, are applicable to many hard optimization problems, such as optimization of functions with linear and nonlinear constraints, the traveling salesman problem, and problems of...
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Software Defined Radio for 3G (Artech House Mobile Communications Series)Artech House Publishers, 2002
If you’re a mobile communications engineer considering  software radio solutions, this practical resource is essential  reading. It covers systems design and partitioning all the way from  the antenna to the management and control software. Various options  for hardware are provided including a look at current and state of the  art silicon...
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Software and Compilers for Embedded Systems: 8th International Workshop, SCOPES 2004Springer, 2004

	This volume contains the proceedings of the 8th International Workshop on Software and Compilers for Embedded Systems (SCOPES 2004) held in Amsterdam, The Netherlands, on September 2 and 3, 2004. Initially, the workshop was referred to as the International Workshop on Code Generation for Embedded Systems. The first took place in 1994 in...
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Advanced Server Virtualization: VMware and Microsoft Platforms in the Virtual Data CenterAuerbach Publications, 2006
Presenting practical guidelines and examples, Advanced Server Virtualization emphasizes design, implementation, and management from both a technical and consultative point of view. It features step-by-step guidelines for planning, deployment, installing, configuring, and creating virtual servers. Covering Microsoft Virtual Server and VMware, it...
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System Level Design of Reconfigurable Systems-on-ChipSpringer, 2005
This book presents the perspective of the ADRIATIC project for the
design of reconfigurable systems-on-chip, as perceived in the course of the
research during 2001 - 2004. The project provided: (a) a high-level
hardware/software co-design and co-verification methodology and tools for
reconfigurable systems-on-chip, supplemented...
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